
Begin forwarded message:

From: Richard Papasin
Subject: Re: Smart Car Subwoofer Factory Locations
Date: May 27, 2013 6:34:16 PM PDT
To: Kimo <soundoff@teambassick.com>, Steve Stern <mecacaraudio@comcast.net>
Cc: fred, Linda Kobayashi

All,

After taking the day to spend with the family this Memorial Day, my wife and I had an opportunity to reflect and enjoy each other's company over a nice BBQ. What we 
realized is we need to take a step back from the competition scene, MECA or otherwise. We have a lot of great memories over the past season, and do not regret the 
shows we have attended. But with the current set of events, it is important for us to get back to our main priority which is our family and remove ourselves from 
competition until we are able to find the fun in it again. When competing is no longer fun, it's time to take a step back.

Kimo, we appreciate you taking the initiative in reaching out with the email below. I would like to emphasize that Linda and I do not blame you for anything. We 
appreciate your hard work in promoting MECA in all CA, a very large state with a diverse community.

Fred, we appreciate your wisdom and efforts as well, and for taking time out of your busy schedule to judge the show at Bakersfield which for us as a family was 
probably the best show we were at all season despite the unofficial protest.

Mr. Stern, we wish you the best as well in your personal matters, and hope for the very best for you personally. We honestly do. When you are able, what we would like 
to request is for you (or an appropriate delegate that you appoint) to confirm or provide an official position if whether the options Kimo provided below are accurate, or 
any alternatives you may see. Because, unfortunately, the last time Kimo provided us with a "ruling" on May 8 below where you were cc'd, we were later told that was 
not an official decision and you had no record. There is no immediate rush, as I indicated we will be taking a step back and weighing what we want to do in the 
foreseeable future.

My sincere best wishes to everyone. I will continue to be active in car audio, but just not in competition in the immediate future. I fully enjoy building our personal cars, as 
that gives me the opportunity to design and build, something I avidly enjoy.

All the best,
- Richard, Linda, and family

On May 26, 2013, at 4:42 PM, Richard Papasin wrote:

Kimo, Steve, et al.,

We put no blame on any person or individual. We need to absorb this. This has been especially rough on us as a family, and we need to evaluate all options. I think 
what's most troubling at least for me is that if the facts are not able to stand for themselves and it's this difficult to get to what the truth is when clearly a rule should be 
a rule, and if a rule wasn't written, why can't it be corrected next year when the rule should take into effect and be honored.

We will get back to you over the next few days.

Please enjoy the rest of everyone's Memorial Day weekend.

Take care,
- Richard (and Linda)

On May 26, 2013, at 1:32 PM, <soundoff@teambassick.com> wrote:

OK, so now that we have gone down and around the bend on this lets get the facts cleared up (well to my understanding).

An unofficial protest was brought up on 4/28/13 @ a 2X MECA event in Bakersfield. After a lengthy discussion that day between the 
SQ judges (Fred and Aubrey) and Event Director (Kimo) a decision was made to allow the vehicle to run in Street that day but, 
Manufacture documentation or literature should be provided for the future. Upon my request Linda and Richard provided an 
documentation from SMART with a part number, the option of driver or passenger location as well as an email from the Local Dealer 
to confirm the option.

After receiving these documents I sent out the email below to Richard and CC'd Steve and considered this a closed case on 5/8/13. 
Unfortunately, this ruling was not offical. During a phone call conversation with Steve on 5/24/13 I was made aware that upon 
further review by the R&E committee ruled that the enclosure, although in stock factory location, was not a factory piece and did not 
comply with the "spirit" of the class and with such an ellaborate enclosure warrants the vehicle to be in the minimum of Modified 
class. Furthermore, per the R&E committee, the Street rules in regards to the subwoofer should of included language clearly stating 
"stock location and enclosure". I immediately contacted Richard and gave him the news.   

This has been a tough situation with a lot of mixed emotions. A lot of procedures were missed through this whole process and are 
not acceptable by any means. I hate to see bad things happen to good people and I take full responsibilty in all of this. I believe my 
lack of experience and knowledge of the rules played a major role in this. I am glad for it to come up now and not during World 
Finals.

Here are the options in no particular order:

Richard Papasin <papasin>
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Here are the options in no particular order:

- Remove enclosure and reinstall manufacture enclosure.
- Disconnect enclosure and compete with or without a sub enclosure in cargo area.
- Rebuild the vehicle for another class        

Whatever you guys choose to do your points will be moved to your new class for this season. My sincere apologies. 

James K. Kaliloa 
aka
Team Bassick - Kimo
teambassick.com   

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: RE: Fwd: Smart Car Subwoofer Factory Locations
From: <soundoff@teambassick.com>
Date: Wed, May 08, 2013 2:03 pm
To: "Richard Papasin"
Cc: "Steve Stern" <mecacaraudio@comcast.net>

Richard,
 
          I have reviewed the attachment, as well as the email from Beshoff and the factory print out you handed to me. It is 
my judgement per the MECA rules as well you and your wife's integrity as competitors that the vehicle classification of 
"Street" is correct. The documentation provides a schematic with a part number that shows the factory subwoofer 
placement as being one of two options a.) under seat b.) under dash. Furthermore the under dash could be a.)passenger 
side or b.) driver side. I believe there has been more then enough proof/documentation to put this to rest. 
 
          My apologies for the inconvenience. I know that anytime a protest is brought up that it feels as a personal attack. As 
being new competitors to MECA and car audio competitions your attitude and professionalism in this matter has been 
outstanding. It is competitors like you and your wife that this sport needs. Personally I believe that you and your family 
should be ambassadors for MECA as the ideal MECA competitors. Husband (Modified), Wife (Street) and Kids (MKII) 
competing together. Again my apologies and I look forward in seeing you guys in Fresno or Vacaville.

James K. Kaliloa 
aka
Team Bassick - Kimo
teambassick.com   
 
 

-------- Original Message --------
Subject: Fwd: Smart Car Subwoofer Factory Locations
From: Richard Papasin
Date: Tue, May 07, 2013 3:17 pm
To: Kimo <soundoff@teambassick.com>
Cc: Linda Kobayashi

Kimo,

Per my txt, my wife (Linda) went to the Smart dealership in San Jose to get verification of the factory sub location 
for the Smart. As you probably know, Smart is a branch of Mercedes Benz and the parts specialist listed below is 
for that dealership for both MB and Smart.

When we conversed at Bing's open house, you mentioned that Steve Stern indicated you needed an email from 
Smart to verify that the factory location of the subwoofer is where we have ours installed. Please see email below 
to verify this, along with a schematic that they provided us of where the factory sub is located (since Smart is 
worldwide, they have two locations either under left side or right side depending on whether it is left hand drive or 
right hand drive). Per the MECA rules under street, it says:

Unless mounted in a factory location, subwoofer(s) must be installed in the trunk/cargo area.

The rules do not state it has to be the factory sub, nor the factory enclosure. All it says is mounted in a factory 
location…which the schematic and email below verifies. Should you have any questions, the Parts Specialist contact 
info is also below.

I hope this information puts this issue to rest and we do not have to change our setup mid season. Please let us 
know as soon as possible so we can put this issue to rest and move forward. As you know, both my wife and I are 
very passionate about this hobby and really want to move on rather than lose more sleep over this.
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Thank you.

- Richard and Linda

Begin forwarded message:

> From: Linda Kobayashi
> Subject: Fwd: Smart Car Subwoofer Factory Locations
> Date: May 7, 2013 2:29:27 PM PDT
> To: Richard Papasin
> 
> Here's the email.
> 
>> ----- Forwarded Message -----
>> From: Bilha Diaz
>> To: Linda Kobayashi
>> Sent: Tuesday, May 7, 2013 1:43 PM
>> Subject: RE: Smart Car Subwoofer Factory Locations
>> 
>> Linda,
>> Thank you for contacting us regarding your SMART Passion Coupe subwoofer factory location. Attached you will 
find the location of where your Subwoofer is located (under the dash of the passenger footwell).
>> Below is a digital photo of the location as well for your confirmation. Good luck in your competition and swing 
by the dealership to view your car.
>> 
> 
>> - Thank you for your business.
>> 
>> Bilha Diaz
>> Parts Specialist / Boutique Manager
>> Master Certified Mercedes Benz
>> BESHOFF MOTORCARS
>> 3000 E. Capital Expwy, San Jose, CA 95148
>> ph. 408-239-2470
>> fax. 408-239-2392
>> 
> 
> 


